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PROBLEM 1:

S-Trees

File Names
stree. , et
stree.in
Output File: stree.out
Sour e File:
Input File:

Statement of the Problem

A Strange Tree (S-tree) over the variable set Xn = fx1 ; :::; xn g is a omplete binary tree representing a Boolean fun tion f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. Ea h of the S-tree's nodes has a depth, de ned as the
number of nodes in the path from the root to itself minus 1 (so the root has depth 0). The depth
of any node in an S-tree is at most n. The nodes with depth less than n are alled non-terminal
nodes, ea h having two hildren: the right hild and the left hild. Ea h non-terminal node is labeled with some variable xi from the variable set Xn . All non-terminal nodes with the same depth
are labeled with the same variable, and non-terminal nodes with di erent depth are labeled with
di erent variables. So, there is a unique variable xi0 orresponding to the root, a unique variable xi1
orresponding to the nodes with depth 1, and so on. The sequen e of the variables xi0 ; xi1 ; :::; xin 1
is alled the variable ordering. The nodes having depth n are alled terminal nodes. They have no
hildren and are labeled with either 0 or 1. Note that the variable ordering and the distribution of
0's and 1's on terminal nodes are suÆ ient to ompletely des ribe an S-tree.
As stated earlier, ea h S-tree represents a Boolean fun tion f . If you have an S-tree and values
for the variables x1 ; :::; xn , then it is quite simple to evaluate f (x1 ; :::; xn ): Start at the root and
repeat the following steps: if the node you are at is labeled with a variable xi , then depending on
whether the value of xi is 1 or 0, you go to its right or left hild, respe tively. On e you rea h a
terminal node, its label gives the value of the fun tion.
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Fig. 1.- S-trees for the fun tion x1 and (x2 or x3 )
In the pi ture, the two S-trees represent the same Boolean fun tion:
(

f x1 ; x2 ; x3

) = x1

and

(x2

or x3

):

For the left tree, the variable ordering is x1 ; x2 ; x3 , and for the right tree it is x3 ; x1 ; x2 . The
values of the variables x1 ; :::; xn , are given as a Variable Value Assignment (VVA) (x1 = b1 ; x2 =
b2 ; :::; xn = bn ) with b1 ; b2 ; :::; bn 2 f0; 1g. For instan e, (x1 = 1; x2 = 1; x3 = 0) would be a VVA
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for n = 3, resulting, for the sample fun tion above, in the value f (1; 1; 0) = 1 and (1 or 0) = 1.
Your task is to write a program whi h takes an S-tree and some VVAs and omputes f (x1 ; :::; xn )
as des ribed above.

Input Format
The input le ontains the des ription of several S-trees with asso iated VVAs whi h you have to
pro ess. Ea h des ription begins with a line ontaining a single integer n; 1  n  7, the depth of
the S-tree. This is followed by a line des ribing the variable ordering of the S-tree. The format of
that line is xi1 xi2 :::xin . (There will be exa tly n di erent single spa e-separated strings). So, for
n = 3 and the variable ordering x3 ; x1 ; x2 , this line would look as follows
x3 x1 x2

In the next line the distribution of 0's and 1's over the terminal nodes is given. There will be exa tly
2n hara ters (ea h of whi h an be 0 or 1), followed by the new-line hara ter. The hara ters
are given in the order in whi h they appear in the S-tree, the rst hara ter orresponds to the
leftmost terminal node of the S-tree, the last one to its rightmost terminal node.
The next line ontains a single integer m, the number of VVAs, followed by m lines des ribing
them. Ea h of the m lines ontains exa tly n hara ters (ea h of whi h an be 0 or 1), followed by
a new-line hara ter. Regardless of the variable ordering of the S-tree, the rst hara ter always
des ribes the value of x1 , the se ond hara ter des ribes the value of x2 , and so on. So, the line
110

orresponds to the VVA (x1 = 1; x2 = 1; x3 = 0).
The input is terminated by a test ase starting with
pro essed.

n

= 0. This test ase should not be

Output Format
For ea h S-tree, output the line "S-Tree #j", where j is the number of the S-tree. Then print a line
that ontains the value of f (x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn ) for ea h of the given m VVAs, where f is the fun tion
de ned by the S-tree. Output a blank line after ea h test ase.

Sample Input
3
x1 x2 x3
00000111
4
000
010
111
110
3
x3 x1 x2
00010011

2

4
000
010
111
110
0

Sample Output
S-Tree #1
0011
S-Tree #2
0011
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PROBLEM 2:

Led Codes

File Names
led ode. et
led ode.in
Output File: led ode.out
Sour e File:
Input File:

Statement of the Problem
Some led systems display hara ters as a ombination of lightlines, mu h like digital al ulators do.
Suppose we have one of su h led systems, in whi h ea h letter of the standard English alphabet is
onstru ted ombining some of ten possible lightlines, numbered as below:

For instan e, the letter A is shown using the lines 1,2,3,4,5 and 7. With these few lines it is
not possible, of ourse, to show all the 26 letters with their natural shapes. A omplete list of the
letters of our system is appended at the end.
You have to solve the problem of de oding a ombination of numbers (representing lightlines)
in the form of the respe tive letter, to form a whole word or phrase. As input you have a string of
letters and/or numbers, and as output you must show only the letters.

Input Format
The input le begins with a line ontaining a single integer N , that indi ates the number of input
examples, followed by N lines, ea h one representing an input phrase. Ea h input phrase onsists
of lower ase letters, blank spa es and/or digits. In the ase of digits, their ombination must
form valid led letters. Ea h letter is oded as a ombination of numbers, ordered in the form
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0. A zero (0) that is not part of a valid letter ode, is interpreted as a blank spa e.
You may assume that no invalid odes are entered, and that the system does not allow ambiguity
between two letter odes.

Output Format
The output le onsists of N lines (one for ea h input string) with the form:
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Phrase 1: .....
Phrase 2: .....

where the dots are, of ourse, the result of the de oding pro ess. The alphabeti letters and blank
spa es must not be de oded at all: only the numbers must be onverted to the orresponding led
letters.

Sample Input
3
HELL1235670WO1234591561580
PROGRAMMING037124670C123567123567156
AND MORE037124903735790278134573712467045612356735792781245612467278

Sample Output
Phrase 1: HELLO WORLD
Phrase 2: PROGRAMMING IS COOL
Phrase 3: AND MORE IF IN THIS CONTEST

Complete List of Letters
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PROBLEM 3:

Cable Network

File Names
n. et
n.in
Output File:
n.out
Sour e File:
Input File:

Statement of the Problem
A lo al able network is planning to expand their servi es to a neighboring ity. For that, a
transmission enter is being built and a able net onne ting the new lients has to be installed.
Ea h lient has to be onne ted to the enter in the able net.
The network organized a survey and has now the addresses of all potential lients. Also it has
an estimate on the ost of installing ea h able link through the ity.
The network board of dire tors has de ided to o er the following initial subs ription pa kage:
Ea h new lient will pay a xed subs ription fee and will get the rst three months of servi e for
free. This ensures a potential initial apital for building the able net, whi h is simply the
number of potential lients (a ording to the survey) multiplied by the subs ription fee.
The de ision on what links to build in this rst phase will be done a ording to the following.
A set of links indu es a loss in the potential initial apital, de ned as l + (t  d), where l is
the ost of installing the links in the set, t is the subs ription fee and d is the number of potential
lients that are not onne ted to the enter by this set of links. The board of dire tors de ided
they will build a set of links that indu es a loss as small as possible in the potential initial apital.
Your job is to write a program to ompute the minimum possible loss in the potential initial
apital. For that, you are given the lo ation of ea h potential lient as well as the enter lo ation.
Also, you are given the osts of all possible net links and the value of the subs ription fee.

Input Format
The input le ontains the des ription of several instan es. An instan e with n = 0 indi ates the
end of the input. Your program should not pro ess this instan e.
The rst line of the le, ontains two positive integers: n (0  n  20) representing the number
of potential lients and t representing the subs ription fee. Ea h potential lient is identi ed by a
number between 1 and n while the enter is identi ed by 0. Next, there is a line for ea h i from 0
to n 1. In line i there is a list of n i positive integers. Ea h integer, say the j -th one, represents
the ost of installing a link between i and j .

Output Format
For ea h instan e, your program should print three lines; the rst ontains \Cable Net #j ", where
j is the number of the instan e; in the se ond line, it should print the potential initial apital for
that instan e and in the third line, the value of the minimum possible loss in the potential initial
apital for that instan e. Your program should also print a blank line after the output of ea h
instan e.
6

Sample Input
5 10
5 17 2 3 23
9 6 1 19
14 5 13
19 21
40
3 1
5 3 23
1 19
14
0 1

Sample Output
Cable Net #1
50
21
Cable Net #2
3
3
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PROBLEM 4:

Bomb the bridge

File Names
bridge. et
bridge.in
Output File: bridge.out
Sour e File:
Input File:

Statement of the Problem
The Air For e has a spe ial team devoted to destroying bridges. This team is omposed of several
planes whi h y over the targeted bridge one after another. Ea h of these planes arries one bomb,
whi h the pilot drops at a given lo ation in the bridge. The aim of the team is to split the bridge
in two, so that no one an ross it.
Unfortunately, bombs are not ompletely a urate. As a result, even though missions are
planned in advan e, the exa t lo ation where the bombs a tually fall may be di erent than planned.
Still, the Air For e keeps his original plan untou hed ex ept for the last plane, whi h may have to
a t di erently.
Ea h bomb that is dropped on the bridge leaves a hole that, viewed from above, has the shape
of a ir le, its radius depending on the power of the bomb. A bomb of size s leaves a hole of radius
s. Your task is to determine the plan for the last plane, that is, the minimum bomb size and the
position where the last plane should drop the bomb so that, if everything goes well, the bridge is
split in two.

Input Format
The rst line ontains a positive integer n, representing the number of instan es of the problem
ontained on the input le.
Ea h instan e is represented by three positive integers w, ` and b, whi h denote the width and
length of the bridge and the amount of bombs dropped on the bridge. Then ome b lines, ea h
ontaining integers x, y and r (x; y  0; r > 0) whi h denote the oordinates of the enter and
the radius of the holes left by the b bombs. Coordinate (0,0) is the lower-left orner of the bridge
(viewed from above), assuming that the bridge has width parallel to the x axis and length parallel
to the y axis.

Output Format

Your program must produ e one output line for ea h instan e. This line ontains an integer
representing the minimum bomb size you need to split the bridge in two, or the words Bridge
already split if the bridge is already split by the bombs that have been dropped. The bridge is
onsidered to be split if the two ends of the bridge are dis onne ted (ex ept perhaps for a nite
number of points). Remember that a bomb of size s leaves a hole of radius s.
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Sample Input
3
100 1000 2
15 100 20
90 100 30
100 1000 1
50 100 40
100 1000 2
25 500 25
75 500 25

Sample Output
13
50
Bridge already split
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PROBLEM 5:

Move the Water

File Names
water. et
water.in
Output File: water.out
Sour e File:
Input File:

Statement of the Problem
You have three jars ontaining water. Ea h jar has asso iated a apa ity indi ating the maximum
amount of water it an ontain. Your wish is to have a ertain amount of water in ea h jar.
The initial ontent of ea h jar, its apa ity, and the desired ontent, are all non negative integers;
in addition, the apa ities are between 1 and 150. You have nothing but the jars to help you in
a hieving your goal. So the only way to obtain the desired ontent in ea h jar is to make a sequen e
of movements of water. In a movement of water you pour a ertain amount of water from one jar
to another jar. We all the rst jar sour e and the se ond jar destination. While moving water two
situations an o ur: If the urrent ontent of the sour e jar is not enough to omplete the apa ity
of the destination jar, then all the water ontained in the sour e jar is moved to the destination jar;
otherwise, only the exa t amount of water needed to omplete the destination jar is moved from
the sour e jar. Under no ir umstan es you an use additional water or throw away water. Your
task is to determine the minimum number of movements required to obtain the desired amount of
water in ea h jar.

Input Format
The input le ontains a ertain number of test ases for this problem. Ea h test ase is given in
a single line ontaining nine values 1 , 2 , 3 , a1 , a2 , a3 , b1 , b2 , b3 ; these values are separated by
an arbitrary number of blank spa es. The value i is the apa ity of the i-th jar, ai is its initial
ontent, and bi is the desired ontent for the jar. In the last line of the le 1 has value equal to 0;
this line should not be pro essed.

Output Format
For ea h test ase in the input le, the output le must ontain a line with the minimum number
of movements required to obtain the desired ontent in ea h jar. If for a given test ase there is no
solution, you must write the value 1 instead of the number of movements.

Sample Input and Output
Input
5
5
5
5
5
0

4
4
4
4
4
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Output
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
4
0

1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
3
0

2
3
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
1
1
0

2
-1
-1
0
2
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PROBLEM 6:

Faking Mondrian

File Names
mondrian. et
mondrian.in
Output File: mondrian.out
Sour e File:
Input File:

Statement of the Problem
Piet Mondrian (1872-1944) was one of the best abstra t artists of the entury. His simple yet
elegant designs were intentionally restri ted to use only straight lines and a few olors. His artwork
re e ts an idealized view of reality, one whi h has perfe t harmony and balan e.
Armando, a Latin Ameri an businessman, wants to reate and sell fake Mondrian pi tures.
Sin e Mondrian's designs are based on a few simple rules, he hopes to build a ma hine that an
mass-produ e di erent Mondrian pi tures and sell them as originals.
Mondrian's rules are very simple:
1. only bla k, white, red, blue and yellow olors an be used.
2. the painting an only ontain re tangles, with sides parallel to the borders of the anvas.
Lines that are not part of the border of a re tangle are not allowed. The following four examples
do not ful ll this rule:

The top-left painting ontains a shape that is not a re tangle (the shape that is outside the
entral square). In the top-right painting every shape is a re tangle, but there are lines that
are not part of the border of any re tangle. Bottom-left painting ontains a shape that is not a
re tangle (the inverted L). Bottom-right painting ontains a line that is not part of the border of
11

any re tangle. In the gure we also in lude a real (well, sort of) Mondrian (Composition with red,
yellow, and blue, 1928).
3. Borders of the re tangles an only be painted in bla k. Re tangles an only be painted in
white, red, blue or yellow. The borders of the anvas are onsidered to be already painted in bla k.
4. Two adja ent re tangles (that is, two re tangles that share a segment of their borders) annot
have the same olor, unless they are painted in white.
The ma hine Armando has devised re eives a set of instru tions to draw the painting. Your
task is to program an algorithm that will tell (before the ma hine begins to perform Armando's
instru tions) whether these instru tions orrespond to a pi ture that ful lls Mondrian's rules, and
how mu h paint he will need.

Input Format
The input le ontains a set of test ases. Ea h test ase is des ribed in several lines, and ontains
Armando's instru tions for one painting. There are two types of instru tions: instru tions that
indi ate the drawing of a line, and instru tions that indi ate the painting of a re tangle. Ea h
test ase of the input le starts with a line ontaining four integer values w; h; n; m. The values
w and h represent the width and height of the
anvas, respe tively; these values are between 1
and 10000. The value n is the number of instru tions for drawing lines, while m is the number of
instru tions for painting re tangles; these values are between 0 and 1000. The test ase ontinues
with n lines ontaining the instru tions for drawing lines, ea h instru tion in a separate line of the
le. Ea h instru tion onsists of four integer values x1 ; x2 ; x3 and x4 , where (x1 ; x2 ) and (x3 ; x4 )
are the oordinates of the end points of the line. Lines are always horizontal or verti al. The
lower left orner of the anvas has oordinates (0,0). Instru tions an result in a line or part of
a line being drawn more than on e. The test ase ends with m lines ontaining the instru tions
for painting re tangles, ea h one in a separate line of the input le. Ea h instru tion spe i es two
integer values x and y, as well as a letter in the set fr; b; yg (r means red, b is blue and y is yellow).
The instru tion indi ates the ma hine to paint the re tangle ontaining the point with oordinates
(x; y) with olor . All re tangles not painted with a olor in this set are assumed to be painted in
white. The input le ends with a test ase in whi h w has a value of 0; this test ase should not
be pro essed. Every pair of onse utive values in a same line of the input le is separated by an
arbitrary number of blank spa es.

Output Format
Your program must produ e one output line for ea h test ase. If the instru tions follow Mondrian's
rules, you must write the line Mondrian r b y, where r, b and y are total areas painted in red,
blue and yellow, respe tively. Otherwise, you must write the line Error!.

Sample Input
100 100 3 3
0 50 60 50
20 50 100 50
50 0 50 100
25 25 r
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75 75 r
25 75 y
610 987 2 3
0 50 305 50
305 0 305 987
1 1 r
1 400 r
400 100 y
1000 1000 3 2
0 200 500 200
500 0 500 400
500 400 1000 400
200 800 r
700 200 y
0 0 0 0

Sample Output
Mondrian 5000 0 2500
Error!
Error!
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